
Brief comparison of the effectiveness of epidemiological masks N95 and N99, 

with a mask that has a built-in Albo nanosilver filter 

 
The N95 epidemiological mask protects against particles larger than 2.5 µm with an 

efficiency of 95%, while the three-layer mask with Albo anosilver filter has a filtration efficiency 

of about 90% for particles of similar sizes. Since viruses are of the order of 100 nm in size, such 

filtration capabilities for dust particles do not guarantee at all that the aerosol droplets of the 

virus will be stopped, even partially. Such filtration capabilities only guarantee that the 

concentration of bacteria will be significantly reduced when passing through such filters.  

With a mask that has an ALBO nanosilver filter, the filtration capacity for aerosol 

droplets of about 10 orders of magnitude is increased in the first layer, due to their absorption by 

the cotton outer cloth, while thanks to the super-hydrophobicity of the ALBO nanosilver filter all 

droplets that reach it through the first layer of cotton fiber dispersing into smaller droplets and 

partially absorbed in that layer of cloth, they roll on the surface of the filter. Therefore, the 

ALBO nanosilver filter strongly reduce the possibility of the aerosol contained virus penetration 

interior of the filter. Viruses inside the aerosol droplets if somehow penetrate inside the filter, in 

direct contact with nanosilver quantum dots inside ALBO nanosilver filter have a probability of 

survival of about 1: 1000. This evidence is approved by modified PCR method, on SARS Cov-2 

conducted at the Veterinary Institute in Novi Sad, which is accredited for this type of research. 

In a simple concrete example, this would mean that the well-known epidemiological 

mask, like FPP2 and FPP3 may be a good barrier against large aerosol droplets. Unfortunately, 

the large aerosol droplet in contact with their surface are frequently dispersed, forming a 

numerous nano droplets with high virus concentrations, which then easily pass through it, since 

the pore-virus size is 30: 1 for N95 masks and 3: 1 for N99 masks.   

Therefore, if we take the most unfavorable variant that in the case of a mask with ALBO 

nanosilver filter, the filtration capacity is close or even lower than in FPP2 masks, (although it is 

not true due to high ALBO nanosilver filter super-hydrophobicity), then it follows if we take that 

that the filtration capacity of N95 is maximal 95%, (although in reality it is much lower 

compared to virus sizes), in every, for example 1000 aerosol drops through the mask N95 passes 

50 drops.  

In the same case, mask with ALBO nanosilver filter, although they are more efficient 

from smaller droplets, than FPP2 masks, because they are super-hydrophobic. That means they 

do not allow to pass, not only micro droplets of about 10 µm but also droplets of the order of up 

to 300 nm, which are dominant in this layer, because they roll on the kayer of ALBO nanosiver 

filter, and soak the outer part of the mask. 

Under rough assumption that these values are similar for FPP2 and ALBO nanosilver 

filter masks, it follows that while viruses accumulate inside the N95 mask, and then pass through 

the mask in high concentration, in the case of mask with ALBO nanosilver filter SARS Cov-2 

probability of penetration is less. Furthermore, due to the exceptional activity of nanosilver 

quantum dots that kills them very efficiently, in each contact with virus,  (approved its 

probability of survival is experimentally only 1: 1000), that means that from about of 100000 

viruses only 100 viruses have some chance to survive. 

Finally, since for aerosol nanodroplets the probability of penetration through the ALBO 

nanosilver filter is very small (up to 10%), it follows that from about 100,000 viruses, 90,000 

would be retained on the outer surface of the filter first, while a maximum of 10,000 viruses 

would have a chance to penetrate inside the filter, where at least 9900 viruses would certainly be 



killed, while at the same time, after a certain time through the N95 mask or even N 99 almost all 

viruses will pass after some time, which corresponds to the time of their diffusion through the 

mask material.  

If we take into account the incredible assumption that only 5% or 1% of viruses pass 

through the epidemiological mask N95 or N99, that would, compared to the same number of 

100000 viruses in contact with them, would mean that through them at the same time, 5,000 

viruses for the N95 mask and 1,000 viruses for the H99 mask penetrated, while from ALBO 

nanosilver masks, only 10 viruses will survive. . These are much higher values than the number 

10.   It follows from this that this mask is at least about 500 times more efficient than the N95 

mask, and 100 times more effective than the N99 mask 

. In the long run, this effect is even more obvious, because as time passes, an increasing 

number of viruses pass through the N95 and N99 masks, and with a mask with an ALBO 

nanosilver filter, that number does not change. Since the surviving viruses in the experiment 

probably belong to a layer that was not in direct contact with the nanosilver in the filter, this 

efficiency is realistic that this result is even better.  In conclusion, such an active anti-SARS Cov-

2 masks are completely incomparable with any other masks that appears on the market. 
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